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Floyd Collins Docnmentary Film Premier
Cave City, Kentucky
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It really was a lot of fun to mill around before and after the
show with such a diverse crowd of cavers, local dignitaries,
and Mammoth Cave NPS and other local folks, all bound
by an interest in Floyd Collins and the area's caves.

Chris Groves
Center for Cave and Karst Studies
Western Kentucky University

On a recent hot summer night in Cave City, Kentucky,
several CRF members gathered to attend the world premier
of the new documentary film The Story of Floyd Collins at
the Cave City Convention Center, just a few miles from
Sand Cave and the scene of the tragedy. Complete with
searchlights, red carpet, and a sell-out crowd of over 900
people, the event attracted local dignitaries, members of
the Collins family who still live in the area, and many
cavers, a few of whom had even found ties and jackets
somewhere for the gala event. Veteran CRF guy Roger
Brucker, technical advisor on the film and a speaker at the
event, was no less than resplendent in a black tuxedo.
After a warm-up bluegrass show by Gary Brewer and the
Kentucky Ramblers, including a rendition of The Ballad of
Floyd Collins used in the film, Roger introduced and
discussed the film project, citing the high standard of
historic accuracy to which the project's producers had held
the film. This was good news to the cavers in the crowd,
who know Roger and knew that had he felt otherwise, he
would not have hesitated to let the audience know.
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The film, produced by Peridot Pictures and the Cave City
Chamber of Commerce, gives an emotional and touching
account of the rescue attempt, the events leading up to it,
and the impact that it had on the region and nation. Shot
with a combination of historic photos and films,
interspersed with newly produced scenes depicting key
events, it is a must for those interested in Floyd Collins and
the history of cave exploration in the Mammoth Cave area.
Roger, along with Collins experts from Mammoth Cave
National Park and Western Kentucky University, narrates
parts of the story throughout. Many of the cave and rescue
scenes were shot at the entrance to Short Cave, near the
Diamond Caverns in Park City, and the producers did an
excellent job recreating the look of Sand Cave and the

rescue.

Photo supplied by Chris Groves
Roger Brucker signs copies of the third edition of Trapped

For information on the film or to order a videocassette ($24.15
including shipping), contact the Cave City Chamber of
Commerce, PO Box 460, Cave Cily, KY 42127.

1999 CRF Annual Meeting
. October 23, 1999 - Chattanooga, Tennessee
. See article far additional information
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Free to Members and Fellows

Contact

the Bditorif

you ~~. jnteres~d in a newsletter
"exchange.program
,lfyou wish to subscribe to.the C~F Quarterly; the coer of
an annual subscription is $5.00 US.
Please-send 'check, made out to CRF, to:

Paul Cannaley, CRF Treasurer
423 Senour Road
lndianapqlis,

To ensure uninterrupted newsletter
service, please send your address changes to Richard
Zopf, 1112 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, OH 45387.
Telephone: 937-767-9222 (before 10:00 p.m. EST) or email to rzopf@college.antioch.edu
Allow 8 weeks for
changes.
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Newsletter Submissions & Deadlines
CRF welcomes queries from writers. Send article proposals with briej
outline 10 the Editor, Request style and submission guidelmes.
The CRF Quarterly Newsletter /s distributed 4 times a year.
Occasionally issues may be combined. Submissions should be sent to
the Editor. Material submitted for publication must be received by the
Editor no later than the deadlines listed below. Publication oj late
material is not guaranteed.

February Issue
May issue
August issue
November issue.

December 15
March 15
June 15
. September 15

add it to your CRF contact information, please send it to
RichardZopf . Refer to the addresslisted above.

Income Tax Deductions:

You can deduct many of the
expenses associated with your involvement in CRF
activities. If you file the 1040 long form with Schedule A,
many of your CRF expenses are deductible. Please
contact Paul Cannaley, CRF Treasurer, for additional
information and publications involved with this subject.
Cannaley@mindspring.com or 317-862-5618
or 4253
Senour Road, Indianapolis, Indiana 46239.
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California
CRF activities at Sequoia/Kings Canyon (SEKI)
involve two of the park'sprincipal karst areas, one
in Redwood Canyon and the second in Mineral
King. Both locations are accessed by backpacking
distances of three to seven miles, depending upon
the season and the trail used.
CRF's work in the Redwood Canyon area
focuses on Lilburn Cave, one of California's
longest caves with almost 17 miles of surveyed
passage. Lilburn Cave is managed by the National
Park Service as an underground
research
laboratory.
Access is restricted
to those
conducting
or assisting with NPS-approved
research projects.

Panorama basins, two hanging valleys at about
10,000 feet elevation that are tributary to the east
fork of the Kaweah River (the principal drainage
of Mineral King valley). Many caves are
developed in the classic light and dark foliated
marble which is typical of Sierran roof pendant
terranes which characterize the area. Survey of
Cirque Cave were essentially completed and the
map is being drawn up; interest is shifting to other
large karst resources of the valley.
A recent study of the hydrology and geology has
showed that the geologic maps of the area going
back nearly a century are incorrect so far as
depicting the karst are concerned. Marble extends
from White Chief Valley under a ridge into
eastern Eagle Creek Valley and thence to a
resurgence not far from the trail head, indicating a
potential for several kilometers of new cave
system .•
SEKI Operations Manager:

Most projects are aimed at learning how Lilburn
Cave operates as a physical system. Each project
has a principal investigator who is responsible to
the National Park Service and to CRF for
conducting the study in a responsible manner and
for achieving professional results summarized in
reports. Three MS theses have been completed on
aspects of the Redwood Canyon Karst, and a
Ph.D. study is presently being organized under the
direction of Dr. John W. Hess of the Desert
Research Institute.

Source: Area Report - CRF Webpage
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Current projects and project coordinators include:
•

Cartography (Peter Bosted)

•

Cave restoration (Bill Frantz)

•

Sedimentology,
Karst development
processes (John Tinsley and others)

John Tinsley
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Hydrology and aquatic chemistry, including
studies to model a rare ebb-and-flow spring
(Jack Hess)
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•

History (Merrilee Proffitt)

•

Subaqueous exploration (Bill Farr)

Mineral King projects are coordinated by Roger
Mortimer
and
include cave
cartography,
exploration,
and resources inventory. Initial
efforts have been directed at the White Chief and
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Expedition teams cannot go to passages outside of the
Park via passages that are accessed through in-Park

entrances
•

Joyce Hoffmaster, Dave West, Pat Kambesis

The 1999 Expedition Leaders meeting was held during the
April Expedition. Expedition leaders discussed the new
rules and policies that have come from the National Park
Service and Mammoth Cave National Park and how those
items would be implemented.

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

All parties working inside the park must have at least
four members (including those parties entering the
park from off-park entrances).
All activities within the park must follow NPS rules
and guidelines.
Dave West is required to submit the key request letter
to the Park 14 days before the keys are to be picked
up. Dave would like to have key request information
sooner than that; an additional week would be best for
him (21 days before the keys are to be picked up).
This is to assure that we get the request in on time if
there are intervening holidays.
Receipt of the keys indicates that DSRM has indeed
approved the trip.
Specific objectives and the maps sheets that they
support must be included in the request letter. The
objectives must be justified in writing, The Park does
not like the term "resurvey" or "exploration." Instead,
be more specific, i.e., "gathering additional data"
"improving the sketch,"
"fixing loop closure
problem, " etc,
A list of expedition participants must be provided with
the key letter. The Park understands that this list may
change by the time the expedition weekend actually
happens.
We can field trips for visiting scientists and VIPs.
However, these trips are subject to the same request
deadlines (14 day notice). The Division of Science and
Resource Management will review/approve these trips

A safety talk will be conducted at the beginning of
each expedition. Everyone who caves at Eastern
Operations is required to attend at least one safety talk.
The safety talks will be conducted for the next year to
assure that everyone does get a chance to participate.
After that, the talk may be reduced to an "as needed"
basis or in a condensed format possibly offered at an
alternate time.

A training session for party leaders is scheduled for the
July 1999 expedition. There may also be occasional trips
that will have training incorporated into a normal survey
trip such as geology and sketching.

A variety of survey objectives must be available for
expeditions. It is very important that back-up objectives be
included in addition to primary objectives in case the
primary objective does not work out or is finished early. It
is okay to include more objectives on the list than we can
accomplish. It is not okay to do things that are not on the
list. If the objectives a party is sent to work on are
accomplished,
have been deemed
impossible
or
inadvisable and another objective is known in the area, it
cannot be done because we have no approval for it.

The Expedition Leader does not need to remain in camp
during the entire expedition but there must be a Surface
Watch in camp at all times. The Expedition Leader may
designate a competent Joint Venturer who is familiar with
CRF and NPS operating procedures.
The designated
Surface Watch must have access to communications and
equipment and needs to be aware of our emergency
protocols.

on a case-by-case basis.
The Park requires that we provide them with a list of
CRF Joint Venturers. We need to keep their list up to
date. Don Bittle will generate an annual Eastern
Operations member list for the Park, Those attending
our Maple Springs expeditions must be CRF Joint

Venturers.
The minimum

age

requirement

for

m-cave

participation is 16 years of age.
CRF can no longer field trips to out-of-Park caves
from Maple Springs.

Cave Research Foundation

Joyce Hoffmaster is the new Logkeeper. All original books
are to go to her, either directly or via one of the other Ohio
Joint Venturers. Ifno Ohio JV is available at the end of an
expedition, the original books are to kept at Maple Springs
and copies mailed to Joyce.

No action will be taken on an overdue party until it is at
least 2 hours overdue. If a problem is suspected action will
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be taken for the more remote entrances. In the event of a
real rescue the Expedition Leader will not be in charge.
Depending upon the location of the incident, the Incident
Commander will be from either the Park or state
emergency services. The Expedition Leader will probably
play an important role in retrieving cavers from other areas
and identifying people with the skills and training
necessary to assist the Incident Commander.

An up-to-date expedition schedule will be published in the
Newsletter and will be posted on the members page of
CRF's Website.

Arkansas Operation Area

The members page is pass-word protected. Contact Pat
Kambesis or Don Bittle for access. http://www.caveresearch.org
•

Prior to 1984, CRF had been conducting field
work in the Buffalo National River and the
Sylamore National Forest. In 1984, CRF started
working on the Fitton Cave Project, located in the
Ozark Mountains of northwestern Arkansas. The
Fitton Cave Project fields four to six expeditions
per year to the area, and current project work

Fitton Cave Project

focuses on producing more detailed cross sections
and profiles throughout the cave, obtaining GPS
locations, and improving loop closures in support
of cartography efforts. Project work is done in
cooperation with the National Park Service.
CRF's Fitton Cave Project is soliciting scientists
that may have an interest in conducting research
in Fitton Cave and/or surrounding area. The
operation area can provide field assistance and
base maps in support of research. For a scientist
with access to carbon dating resources, there are
carbon chips of unknown origin in the lower level
of the cave. This material may be related to a
major flood following a forest fire or possibly
represents flood water washing through campfire
material in one of the cave's entrances. No flood
of this magnitude has occurred in historical times.
Other
potential
research
projects
include
mineralogy, geology, hydrology and biology. The
present survey database offers information on
various water sources in the cave and there are
several small springs in the area in addition to the
known Fitton Spring resurgence. A biological
survey of the cave needs to be done and can be
correlated with existing work that was conducted

in other caves in the area.•
Project Manager: Pete Lindsley
Arkansas Area Manager: Danny Vann
Source: Area Report-

Summer Issue
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Cave Research Foundation works in
cooperation with the Ozark National Scenic
Riverways (NPS), the Missouri Department of
Conservation, the Mark Twain National
Forest (USFS) and the privately owned
Pioneer Forest. CRF project trips are
conducted throughout the year in the various
study areas. Main field activities include cave
mapping, resource inventories and biologic
surveys. CRF also does data management
and archiving, geologic reconnaissance and
research, and cartography.
The primary location of CRF's field activities
is in the Lower Ozarks, an area of the
southeastern Missouri Ozarks that includes
land around the Ozark National Scenic
Riverways and the Eleven Point National Wild
and Scenic River, administered by the US
Forest Service. Within this area are nearly
700 known caves, sinking streams, immense
springs, sinkholes,
and other features
characteristic of a significant karst area.

CRF projects within the Ozark National
Scenic
Riverways
include
survey, '
cartography and data management for caves' •
in the Riverways; bio-inventory involving
stream censuses in wet caves along the
Lower Current River; and, development of a
cave monitoring database. Since 1995, CRF
has served as part of a management team
formed by the Ozark National Scenic
Riverways which inciudes staff from the NPS
and from the Missouri
Department of
Conservation. Some of the team's objectives
include updating and implementing longstanding NPS cave management plans,
development of cave and karst research
proposals,
and establishing
a fiexible
interagency cave database.
Mark Twain National Forest (USFS), which
encompasses 1.5 million acres, has been
another focus of CRF project work. During
the past several years, most CRF activities

Cave Research Foundation

have been on the Eleven Point District and
have involved bio-inventory and surveying
projects. This large district lies along the
Eleven Point National Scenic River and
includes the Irish Wilderness, an area of
17,000 acres. Work in the area began as a
project to map and inventory
caves
surrounding a mineral lease area. Following
completion of a first study (Sutton, 1992), the
project expanded to cover other caves within
the district.
Field work includes
cave
mapping, resource inventory and biologic
survey.

Missouri Conservation Department (MCD)
lands consist of state forests, conservation
areas, river accesses, wildlife refuges and
natural areas. Many of these contain caves
and other karst features. CRF activities on
MCD lands include cave surveying projects
and inventories of biologic and cultural
features. CRF also participates in the MCD's
Cave Policy Advisory Committee.
Pioneer Forest is a privately-owned forest
which consists of about 180,000 acres, all of
which is contained within the "scenic rivers"
region of southeast Missouri. CRF project
work includes maintaining data on the caves
of this private forest, mapping and inventory
of caves and providing advice on cave and
bat management.
CRF has been working with the United States
Geologic Survey on projects that include
geologic mapping of lands around the Ozark
Riverways, developing models of cave and
karst formation in the Lower Ozarks and
mapping privately-owned Sutherland' and
Banker Caves
In 1998, CRF was awarded the USFS
Certificate of Achievement for their work in
Missouri. The USFS estimates that CRF
cooperation and volunteer help has saved the
government $300,000 .•

Missouri Operations Manager: Scott House
Source: Area Report - CRF Webpage
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The Cave Research Foundation has been involved
with projects in a number of different cave areas
of the southwest. No other part of the United
States offers as great a variety of cave types and
caving conditions as the southwest. From the
active and "fossil" stream caves of the Grand
Canyon to the giant sponge-like caverns of the
Guadalupe
Mountains, and from the nonsolutional "earth-cracks" of northern Arizona to
the deep-lying network mazes beneath the plains
of New Mexico, this region poses a considerable
challenge to both the explorer and the scientist.
Currently, the majority of CRF's efforts in the
west focus on the caves of the Guadalupe
Mountains of Texas and southeastern New
Mexico, primarily in Carlsbad Caverns and
Guadalupe Mountains National Parks and tbe
Lincoln National Forest.

Work at Carlsbad Caverns N ationa! Park
encompasses
survey, inventory, and restoration
projects in Carlsbad Cavern with a strong
emphasis on restoration. To that end, all new
attendees spend their first three trips in the cave
performing restoration work. This new policy
trains cavers to be aware of their own impact and
provides them with restoration skills that can be
used on other projects. CRF is a major participant
in the re-survey of Carlsbad Cavern that is being
coordinated by the Cave Resource Office. This
project has developed more detailed data
collection methods and standards, and strives for
consistent quality control in the actual survey
process.
In !991, CRF instigated the Lincoln National
Forest/Capitan Peak Study Area project (LNFCPSA). The project began as a field mapping
expedition to locate karst features within the
Lincoln National Forest, Capitan Peak area of
New Mexico. To date, field data collected within
a 15 square mile area has yielded a multitude of

Summer Issue

diverse types of geologic/structural and bioenvironmental features. LNF-CPSA is now in its
second phase which involves an in-depth
investigation of the structural geology, lithology
and paleo-karst formation within the study area. A
question of particular interest is how the
association and diversification of paleoenvironments
formed
many
diverse
bioenvironments within the known caves of the study
area.
Though the area has seen surficial geologic
mapping on a large scale, no extensive structural
geologic work is known to have been conducted.
CRF hopes to improve on this and to determine
the structural significance of cave formation and
paleokarst features and to determine how these
relate to the area cave systems .•
Carlsbad Caverns Operations
Barker

Manager: Barbe

Source: Area Report - CRF Webpage
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John Tinsley

SEKI Operations Manager

I was invited to gin an essay describing the
Cave Research Foundation (CRF), one of
several project caving operations that is
active in the California area. As it is important
to me, I have chosen to broaden this mission
to include a discussion of what project caving
is and to urge all cavers to consider
becoming seriously involved with one or more
caving projects somewhere, whether or not it
happens to occur under the auspices of CRF
"Project Caving" as practiced within CRF and,
I suppose, elsewhere in the U.S. and beyond,
means that you have chosen to combine your
interests, skills, and talents in caving with a
goal of achieving something beyond a purely
subterranean recreational pursuit. The goal
may be to make a map of the cave (the most
basic means of defining the geographic
extent of the cave resource), or to study
some aspect of the cave system such as its
hydrology, archeology, paleontology, history,
biology or geology in order to advance our
scientific knowledge of a cave system or of
caves in general. Perhaps the goal is to
collect and organize information that will
benefit the owner or manager of the cave by
enabling
informed
decision-making
concerning some aspect of the cave or landuse above the cave. Perhaps the goal may
be to help to erase the damage that cavers
inevitably inflict on caves, or to learn to
conduct rescues in caves. The list of potential
projects is as varied as cavers themselves;
the venue may involve caves woridwide.
Project caving at best achieves useful and
lasting
benefits in exchange
for the
recreational pursuit that otherwise adversely
impacts the cave environment or consumes
the cave resource. (Pause politely while
project cavers everywhere bask in a moment
of gloating concerning
their intrinsically
superior philosophy and attitude). So what
projects are out there?
Since 1976, project activities of the Cave
Research Foundation have encompassed the
study of caves in Sequoia and Kings Canyon
National Parks and more recently the Lava
Beds area. In Missouri, caves are being

Cave Research Foundation

explored and mapped on the Ozark Scenic
Riverways and in Mark Twain National
Forest. In Arkansas there is ongoing work at
Fitton Cave. In Kentucky, CRF has mapped
much of the Mammoth Cave System in
central Kentucky, now more than 350 miles
long and the longest cave in the world. Cave
restoration projects are ongoing in Carlsbad
Cavern in New Mexico. And besides CRFrelated projects, there's lots more

As you read this, plans are underway for a
year 2000 expedition to Borneo to continue to
explore, map and study the caves of Gunong
Buda (past project activities have resulted in
national park approval by the Malaysian
Government - official designation is pending).
Project efforts at Lechuguilla Cave (NM) have
pushed the known extent of the cave to over
100 miles. The grandfather
of active
California caving projects is organized as the
Klamath Mountains Conservation Task Force
which as been exploring and mapping the
fabulous karst resource in the Marble
Mountains in northwestern California on the
order of 25 years. The Western Region
sponsors
projects from time
to time;
currently, it is directing a cave rescue group
affiliated with the National Cave Rescue
Commission of the NSS. In the east, The
Southeastern Cave Conservancy organizes
project trips to document and maintain the
caves that they own and manage. This
summer
a national caving
convention
convened in Idaho and the results of active
cave projects both locally and internationally
were presented at various sessions.
Clearly, project caving is alive and well in the
US. The are many "banners" under which
these projects proceed; some under the
Cave Research Foundation, many under the
National Speleological Society, and a few
under both. Project activities are available for
all skill and experience
levels.
Your
participation can help you grow as a caver
and contribute to the study and protection of
caves and karst areas. So, why not get
Involved? •
Source: Area Project - CRF Webpage
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vadose entry canyons. The push dive would then
use a stage bottle to this point, then continue with
the staged bottles. Upon return, decompression
will likely start at this point, at -50 feet depth, and
still 250 feet from air through the tight canyon
series and near zero visibility. Although nothing
quite like this seems to have been attempted in
any other sump, the potential reward is great.
Bypassing the Upstream Rise sump will help
focus efforts to find a dry route to the Great North
Cave.

Bill Farr

•

First mixed gas diving in Big Springs including
custom dive tables for mixed gas decompression
at altitude.

•

Big Springs bottomed at -248 feet at 900 feet in.
Currently we are at -243 feet depth at 1000 feet
penetration, with the wayan through a 10 inch
high crack, four feet wide.

•

Refinement of techniques for extended deep
diving at high altitudes in cold water, including
first test of a battery operated chest heater for
decompression.

•

Breakthrough in the Upstream Rise. Beyond a
previous sand block 250 feet. in, entered a
phreatic borehole that has continued to 1200 feet.
penetration with no apparent side passages.
Maximum depth (at the ceiling) is -163 feet.
Currently back up to -141 feet in a 15 feet
diameter tube.

•

Determine if conduits are still open after the
current winter, if so ...

•

Continue exploration of Big Springs. To support
this task, a custom mixed dive gas dive computer
is being constructed to more accurately compute
altitude decompression requirements. This device
will also function as a datalogger for underwater
survey. A series of four to five push dives is
anticipated. The first two would re-Iay line to the
current point of penetration. It is assumed that the
current line will be blown out by spring flooding.
Remaining dives will attempt to push the spring
towards the South Seas.

•

Continue exploration of the Upstream Rise. Two
to three dives will be required to replace line to
the current point of maximum penetration,
followed by increasingly complicated push dives.
To break this sump will be a significant
undertaking
due to the requirement
for
decompression at both ends of the sump. To travel
to the far side will first require a set-up dive to
stage and decompression bottles at the start of the
phreatic tube, past the narrow back-flooded
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•

Recheck the South Seas sump. Although the
South Seas is already a deep technical dive with
difficult access, at some point it will probably be
easier to connect Big Springs to the cave from this
access point rather than the spring itself. Although
no major effort is planned for 1998, a recon dive
to locate the way on will likely be attempted. The
earliest likely date to check if Big Springs is still
open would likely be July. If open, a mule train
would be used to haul in the majority of the
tanks for a series of dives over a week long
expedition. After this expedition, emphasis would
shift to the Upstream Rise. A second mule train
would haul in tanks for a second week long
expedition, as well as haul out remaining tanks
from the Big Springs efforts, although many tanks
will need to be hauled out previously for reuse in
the Rise.

Bill Farr & James Brown

After the Herculean efforts of 1997, in which Bill
Farr penetrated about 1000 feet and over 250 feet
deep into Big Spring and 1050 feet into the
Upstream Rise and returned with survey, the Dive
Project has been quiet this year. Principal efforts
have been directed toward acquiring special
pumps for filling tanks on site, to minimize the
need to hire stock to move 30+ tanks needed to
stage one of these dives .•
Source: Area Report ~CRF Website

Hamilton, Valley Projects
,,,

,C"',;,

"

1:.fY6~are interested' in working on a project at our
Hamilton Valleysite, a number of projects, large and
small,are available.
Contact Roger McC/14re if you are interested:

513:233-3561
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now halted at an overhanging wall that will
require difficult, technical climbing.

A paper presented by CRF members
Chris Groves and James Wells
to the Geography Section of the
Kentucky Academy of Science
The Central Kentucky Karst is loosely defined
by geomorphologists as the area between the
Barren and Green Rivers of south-central
Kentucky, and contains several of the longest
cave systems yet explored in the world.
Although cave exploration has been ongoing
within the region for at least 4,000 years, and
systematically for the last 40 years, new
discoveries are revealed on a regular basis.
Indeed, one might say that Kentucky is in the
midst of a modern "Age of Discovery."
Why are new areas being found after so
many years of effort? The primary strategy
used by cave explorers to find new passages,
so-called "virgin cave," is to go to places that
others have been unable, or unwilling, to visit.
This practice is illustrated with four examples
of recently explored areas beneath central
Kentucky:
The Flint Ridge-Mammoth Cave System
Hart, Barren, and Edmonson Counties.
Over 346 miles of passages have been
mapped within this cave since the early
1950's. It is simply so vast that parts of it are
just being entered for the first time.
Sides Cave
Hart County
The deep pits and large canyons of this cave
(over 2 miles long and still going) are well
guarded by a 1,450 foot long, wet, floodprone crawlway that discouraged potential
explorers until the fall of 1991.
Moo Cave
Warren County.
A very large passage called "Mooey Bueno"
was entered for the first time in early 1993,
after a tight spot was enlarged to human
proportions by hammering. Exploration is
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Hidden River Cave
Hart County.
This large cave was unenterable for many
years due to pollution problems, which have
now been greatly ameliorated. Hidden River
Cave has been known for approximately two
centuries. The cave's impressive entrance,
refreshing natural breeze, and underground
river made it a popular spot among local
residents and visitors in the 1800's and early
1900's. Commercial tours of the cave were
offered from 1900 until 1942, when pollution
of the underground river made tours of the
cave impossible.
For half a century the cave was unenterable
due to pollution. Pollution making its way into
the underground river from nearby sinkholes
included whey from a dairy, spilled petroleum
products, raw sewage, and heavy metals
from the discharge of an inadequate
wastewater treatment plant. The once thriving
ecosystem of the cave was destroyed. A
strong odor from the entrance pervaded
downtown Horse Cave on summer days.
Waste management
in the area was
significantly improved in the late 1980's and
early 1990's. A new wastewater treatment
plant was
constructed.
Discharges
of
pollutants to sinkholes in the catchment area
of the cave were reduced. In 1991, it was
found that the cave could once again be
entered and explored.
Sketchy accounts of exploration during the
1930's suggested that approximately three
miles of cave passage had been seen at that
time. Mapping in easily accessible passages
in 1991 easily reached one and a half miles.
Then in 1992 high water levels slowed
exploration to a small number of trips. Very
low water levels in the summer and fall of
1993, plus an exploration breakthrough into
an extensive
network
of
unexplored
passages, have led to a surge in mapping
trips.
The key breakthrough in the Hidden River
exploration Occurred in 1993 when Phil
O'Dell and other members of the Bluegrass
Grotto moved some breakdown in the vicinity
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of Sunset Dome, finding a series of long
crawls and short rooms leading to a maze
where schools of blindfish were seen (the
presence of troglobitic fish in Hidden River's
streams is a very encouraging indication of
the extent to which water quality has
improved in the cave). The School Maze has
not yet been fully mapped.
Exploration downstreamout of the maze led
to a sump, but CRF member Tomislav
Gracanin (returning to Kentucky caving after
a long absence) discovered a biowing
bypass, which turned out to be a slimy
overflow channel, eventually returning the
explorers to deep water.
SUbsequent survey crews discovered a hall,
Horse Hall, nearly 300 feet long, 40 feet wide
and 50 feet high. The downstream
continuation was low airspace over deep
water with no airflow. An inlet turned out to be
a magnificent passage named the Fractal
River. This passage intersects a very mazey
area called the MandelbrotMaze.
Exploration and survey work continue in
Hidden River Cave, which currently has a
surveyed length of almost? miles.
Web-editor's Addendum:

In the mid-nineties, cavers of

the James Cave Project (project area: James and
Coach Caves) modified and pushed a tight lead in a
previously known cave. They discovered and explored
over three miles of passage in Jackpot Cave .•
Source: Report - CRF Webpage

Jim Borden
Well? Do you know? Not many people do. The number is
an astounding twenty-four. You would think that with so
many entrances, we could have no trouble getting around
to all sections of the cave. Of course, we know this is not
the case.
For the record, of the twenty-four entrances to Mammoth
Cave, all but ten are artificial. Within the definition of
artificial (e.g. Elevator),
I also include entrances
significantly excavated even though they may have
followed previously existing passage (Crystal and Weller).
One entrance is a spring (Echo River), and there is one
"almost" entrance - no physical connection - not included
in the count.
Seven entrances are pits or pit-like (e.g. Elevator,
Ventilation Shaft), five are physically closed or collapsed
that could be argued to be included since they are recent
closures (e.g. Cathedral Domes, Pike-Chapman). All but
six are owned by the National Park Service, all but one are
gated. Can you guess which one?
The list:
•
•

Welcomes thef~lloHilngnew Join: vemuren to
the Eastern Operations Area:

Colleen O'Connor, Rolland Moore,
Jay Kennedy, David Ek,Morgan Bittle,
.Jeffrey Marts,Emily McGill,
.Jeremy Cooper, William Napper

entrances:

Historic, Echo River,

Mammoth Cave artificial
Carmichael, Violet City,

entrances: Ventilation Shaft,
Frozen Niagara, New, New

Discovery

•
•

eRF

Cave natural

Ferguson

•

New CRF East JointVenturers

Mammoth

•
•

•
•

Flint Ridge natural entrances: Salts, Unknown, WoodsonAdaire, Bedquilt
Flint Ridge artificial entrances: Crystal, Austin, Colossal

Proctor Cave natural entrances: Proctor, Turley
Proctor Cave artificial entrances: Doyle Valley
Roppel Cave natural entrances: Rappel
Rappel Cave artificial entrances: Weller, Kahn, Downey
Avenue
Closed entrances: Cox, Cathedral Domes, Pike-Chapman,
Hazen

Of course, even with all these entrances, we still want more
- and we keep looking and digging .
I want to thank Stan Sides for providing assistance in the
preparation of this article. •
Source: RoppeJ Cave Project Webpage
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October /9-22, J 999 - Chattanooga, Tennessee

"Living with Caves and Karst"
The Organizing Committee of the 1999 National Cave and
Karst Management Symposium is pleased to invite you to
join us in one ofthe most interesting karst regions of North
America. Chattanooga, the host city, is located at the
boundary between the Valley and Ridge province and the
Cumberland Plateau, with more than 10,000 known caves
in the surrounding region. Chattanooga is an ideal location
from which to observe the impacts of natural resource
consumption, industrial operations, and population growth
on caves and karst in a metropolitan setting.
While most of the area's karst land is privately owned,
there are also many large state and national forests, parks,
and management areas in the karst. In addition, there are
numerous commercial caves in the area including Ruby
Falls, The Lost Sea, and Cumberland Cavems. The result is
a large number of private landowners, conservation
organizations, corporations, and government agencies
involved in cave and karst management, with a wide
variety of issues, goals, philosophies, strategies, and
techniques represented. The area limestones contain some
of the deepest and longest caves in North America,
providing abundant wildlife habitat, as well as scientific
and recreational opportunities.
Rapid growth and
development in the region is placing intense pressure on

these important cave, karst, and groundwater resources.
The theme of this Symposium is "Living with Caves and
Karst". Many cities in the Tennessee Valley Region will
pass into the millennium with enormous planning problems
in a karst region that has seen accelerated rates of
residential, commercial, and industrial development. In
increasing numbers, municipalities are forced to consider
the effects of the karst and its fast-moving groundwater in
their planning and development. Similar situations exist in
many other karst regions across North America.
In this symposium, we will highlight impacts and threats to
caves and karst in metropolitan
areas, consider
implications of caves and karst for land use planning and
development, and examine strategies and techniques for
conservation and management of caves and karst resources
in that environment. The primary impacts on karst
resources in the region result from timber harvesting, septic
tank degradation, petroleum pipeline ruptures, non-point
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source pollution and industrial discharge. Rapid population
growth and residential development in the cave-rich area
are also issues. Increases in recreational caving, timber
harvesting, and residential development
are creating
widespread pressure on cave fauna and associated habitat.
Similar concerns apply to the many caves containing
significant cultural and scientific resources. By focusing on
these issues, we hope to foster a better understanding of the
challenges of responsible development and growth in karst
regions.

The Symposium will feature several optional field trips
designed to give participants opportunities to experience
the region's cave and karst resources and to observe many
examples of the issues being highlighted
in the
presentations. All Field trips will be conducted on
Wednesday, during a scheduled break in the Symposium,
so participants will not miss any presentations. The field
trip cost is in addition to your symposium registration.
Transportation and lunch will be provided, and participants
will be returned to the hotel in time for evening socializing
and dinner. Availability is limited to 130 people by bus
size and by the nature of the trips--please register early.
The primary field trip, Hydrogeology and Environmental
Problems Related to Caves and Karst of the Tennessee
Valley, will give participants the opportunity to observe the
karst hydrology and geology of the Valley and Ridge and
Cumberland Plateau. Emphasis will be placed on
enviromnental and management issues. This trip will be
comprehensive, visiting examples of impacted caves and
karst. Examples may include: petroleum contamination of
karst from underground storage tanks and pipelines,
Superfund sites in karst, industrial and residential
development impact on caves, endangered cave wildlife
protection, public utility uses of significant carbonate
springs, and Source Water Protection Programs.
Additional field trips will include:
•
The Tennessee Cave Salamander in Northern
Alabama.
•
•

Historic Caves of the Cumberland Plateau
Management of Public and Private Cave and
Karst Preserves.

Jim Wilbanks
P.O. Box 34
Rising Fawn, GA 30738-0034
(706) 462-2316
Source: WWWConference

Website
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Pat Kambesis

Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan are long-time CRF members.
They are very active in Missouri Operations projects and at
Mammoth Cave.
They are both extraordinary cave
surveyors and Mick is one of CRF's premier cartographers.
He recently completed the results of some of his Missouribased biologic inventory work in a Missouri Speleological
Survey publication.
Mick and Sue served as Newsletter
editors for nine years during which time they elevated both
the format and content of the CRF Newsletter. Some of
their current projects include the Mammoth Cave Gazetteer
and a Mammoth Cave bibliography. Mick was part of
CRF's China Caves Expedition in 1993 and he and Sue
recently participated in CRF's first Hawaii trip in January
of this year. Mick is very low key, has a subtle and quick
sense of humor and is the master of understatement. Sue is
direct and to the point and "calls it like it is." Together they
compliment each other and make a great tearn. They are
truly one of CRF's best assets.
Pat: How and when did you both get into caving?
Mick: I started caving when I went to University in Leeds
in the north of England, which also happens to be one of
the premier caving area in that country. J don't know what
motivated me to start ... but University had a club and I
joined just to try it out. That was about 1966. Leeds had
one of the strongest group of cavers in the country at the
time.
Most university clubs usually had unfavorable
reputations and high turnover. Leeds had established an
organization which was associated with the University and
which also encouraged and committed old-timers to stay on
after they had finished university. So there was a pool of
very strong, experienced cavers; it was a good place to
learn.
Sue: I started in 1971 after J moved from Chicago to St.
Louis. I was looking for something to do and hooked up
with a caving group. Several years later I met Mick when
he moved to the States. At that time he was pretty hard to

understand- because of his accent. We went on some of
the same caving trips for several years and after a while I
finally started understanding a few of things he was saying.
We got married in 1977 and have been caving seriously

together ever since.
Pat: How did you both get involved with CRF caving?

Photo supplied by Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan

Sue: We lived in New England for several years and got a

bit inactive in caving. When we returned to Missouri in
1984 we got in touch with Scott House who we caved with
in the seventies. He and Doug Baker had been working on
the CRF Arkansas Project.
This ultimately got them
involved with caving in Manunoth Cave too. When we
started caving in Missouri again, House and Baker inspired
us to get involved with CRF at Mammoth Cave.
Pat: You both are very active in the Missouri Operation
Area and do a lot of mapping, cartography and biologic
inventory. How did you get into those activities?
Mick: Well, I evolved into a mapper and cartograper. )n
my "early" caving life, I'd occasionally made stabs at cave'
survey and cartography but I was never any good at it. I
started getting adequate the day I discovered "Rite-in-theRain" paper. So after a typical trip, my notes were now
legible. My technique really developed as a result of
coming to Mammoth Cave where it is standard to work a
project area. Also, I was having to seriously work on
maps. That's when my note taking really took off.
Sue: That timing was notable since the cartography at
CRF started changing with the influx of Missouri cavers.
This in tum really influenced Mick's development as a
mapper, sketcher and cartogapher.

Cave Research Foundation
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Pat: How did the "Missouri
cartography at Mammoth Cave?

influence"

affect

Sue: At that time, CRF had a well established group of
mappers and cartographers but not a lot of new blood. In
the eighties, when Missouri folks started coming into CRF
as a group, they brought a lot of different ideas, technique,
and standards with them. They made proposals to bring
about changes in the way that mapping was being done. Of
course, keep in mind that these things didn't happen over
night. Its also important to note that Missouri standards
and methods were also influenced by how things were
being done at Mammoth Cave.
The Missouri folks
incorporated the CRF structure in projects that were
already underway in Missouri and organized them as CRF
projects. So now, most of the jv's that come from Missouri
are also actively engaged in CRF projects in Missouri on
lands managed by the Forest Service, Park Service,
Missouri Department of Conservation and other state
lands.

Pat: What are some of the changes that the Missouri
folks proposed at Mammoth Cave?
Sue: One of the biggest changes that had significant affect
was increasing the scale used for mapping. CRF had been
using 100feet/inch as their standard. Scott House proposed
that the scale be changed to 50 ft/inch for the maps. Of
course this means that the in-cave mapping scale is 25
ft/inch - since one always sketches at a smaller scale than
will be used on the map. We also promoted the use of fiber
tapes over steel tapes.
Mick:

Another big difference

had always been resurvey done at Mammoth Cave to
replace undetailed surveys or rudimentary drawings;
resurvey was nothing new. However, in order to raise the
quality of the maps and to deal with the sketching-scale
change, the amount of resurvey work increased
dramatically. There were also other influences. Jim Borden
introduced sketching to scale, backsites were instituted for
quality control, and clinometers became part of the
standard.

Pat: There are a lot of people who view the resurvey
effort as a detriment to exploration - what do you think
about that ?
Mick: Remapping does not mean that there is a cessation
in exploration. We always find something new during the
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In 1992, Mick won the medal at the NSS
CartographySalon. Mick, wereyou surprised when your
KentuckyAvenue map waspicked best of show?
Pat:

Mick: I was pleased and certainly surprised - but not
flabbergasted. By that point I had put numerous hours on
that map.
Pat: I know for a fact that the cartography judges were

blown away by the intricate detail, beautiful layout, and
just the complexity of Mick's map.
Sue: That raises the questions of whether the cartography
salon judges are judging the cave itself or the quality of the
map. Mammoth Cave is so interesting and phenomenal, it

makes an exciting map.
Pat: You are both involved with bioinventory in the

Missouri area. How did you get involved in doing this
aspectof cave inventory ?

brought about by the

Missourians was the amount and scope of resurvey. There

resurvey process.

Sue: We found a nice little 100 feet of cave where we
were resurving yesterday. In the heat of new discoveries, it
is not uncommon to be more concerned with mapping and
exploring as much cave as possible, rather than doing a
detailed, quality sketch. Also, in any caving project, its
impossible to keep new and exciting discoveries happening
over a long period of time. Caves don't go big and
booming forever. Exploration matures; leads that wouldn't
be looked at when exploration is new, get worked harder
after the easier stuff is found and mapped. Remapping
makes you look closer at the cave. And resurvey always
finds the stuff that got overlooked initially.

Mick: Well, I sort of fell into it by accident. The whole
inventory thing originated from the big political fiasco in
southern Missouri on Forest Service lands. The Doe Run
Company was trying to get permission to explore for lead
in a very sensitive area in the watersheds of two national
scenic rivers.
This was a big political fuss that was
ongoing for at least the last decade. At some point during
all of that, CRF contracted with the Forest Service to
document some of their karst resources in the area in
question. They wanted to know what caves they had, the
extent of the caves and what was in them, so we agreed to
do mapping and bio-inventory. There had been a little bit
of preliminary work by Gene Gardner who worked for the
Missouri Department of Conservation.
He had done a
general inventory of publicly owned caves. When he got
to that area, he was running out time, so he missed a lot of
caves and in the more complicated caves, he had time to do
only a cursory look.
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Pat: Whal is Ihe scope of your inventory work?
Mick: We do a more detailed, thorough, and focused job
in a smaller area. We go into the caves looking to see who
lives there, what habitats they occupy.
Sue: Actually its more complicated than
permits from the State, Mick is doing
preparing specimens for shipping, sending
taxonomists. And when no taxonomist is
some of the things we find, Mick has had to
key out species.

that.
With
collections,
them off to
available for
learn how to

Mick:
We are gradually increasing our in-house
taxanomic capability to the extent practical. There are

limits to what we can do but the more we can do, the easier
and more productive the process is.
Pat: Is Mick's background primarily in taxonomy ?
Mick:
No, my background is molecular biology by
profession and training. I have no taxonomy qualification
to start with, Iwas just thrown into the deep end and waded
into proficiency.
Sue: Well, what he doesn't tell you is that he had a
childhood obsession in beetle collection. He was able to
key out beetle species, the interest has always been there.
Pat: You were CRF's Newsletter Editors for nine years.
Whal did you find most challenging about thls endeavor?
Mick: Getting people to write anything
Pat: But you were successful in getting people 10 write.
Whal was your secrel ?
Mick: Nagging and persistence. It helps to know what
people are interested in and convincing people to write
about their interests and projects.

1

Sue: We asked everyone to write. We offered to edit the
material for them. A lot of our contributors initially thought
that what they were doing was not newsworthy. Some
were writing for another purpose and didn't think their stuff
was interesting enough for the newsletter.
Mick: Pat: So why did you finally
editorship ?

give it up tire

Mick: We really enjoyed editing, it was a lot of fun. But it
also took a lot of time and was cutting into other projects
that we were trying to work. The Mammoth Cave
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Gazetteer and Bibliography always seemed to get put on
the back burner. And we wanted to make progress on
those projects.
Sue: [ think we also felt that new blood would be good for
the Newsletter, hopefully someone with a different

perspective, new ideas.
Mick: One of the most difficult tasks was getting input
from folks out west. We thought that if we could be
replaced with a Western editor, that the problem could be
reversed. Unfortunately things didn't work out that way.
Pat: Tells us about the Mammoth
did you get interested in doing it?

Cave Gazette.

How

Sue: The inspiration for the Gazetteer came from Richard
Zopf. He was doing a Leadership Training Session and he
got into one of his spiels about things that needed to be
done and one of the items he mentioned was the Gazetteer.
CRF had already produced a small gazetteer and there was
also one for Lee cave. As new lV's, the idea really
appealed to us.
I am usually the instigator and Mick is really good at
follow-through.
We started collecting information on
notecards. About the same time, we were asked to start
editing the Newsletter. And this was fortuitous for us. We
were given a computer to do the newsletter. At that time,
we were resistant to
computerization but with the
computer thrust at us, it became much more sensible to
work on the gazetteer constructively. The note cards were
abandoned.
As we began working on this project, we started compiling
a bibliography. I'd go through a book or magazine article
and write every name in it. Of course we had to keep track
of our sources, thus the bibliography.
On one of our trips to visit Mick's family in Britain we met
up with Chris Howes. He told us of a person who had an
interest in Mammoth Cave and suggested that we connect
with him. So we met up with Ray Mansfield and his wife.
Ray showed us his bibliography of Mammoth Cave which
was recorded on a thousand notecards. He was the editor
of International Speleogic Literature and had been
collecting bibliography information about Mammoth Cave
though he had never been there.
He put a rubber band around his notecard collection and
just gave it over to us! That was the true impetus of the
bibliography which now seeds the Gazetteer. We have
over 2000 names and 4000 items in the bibliography.
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Pat: What exactly is the Gazetteer?
Mick: The Gazetteer is composed of any named feature or
place in all of Mammoth Cave.
We have collected

synonyms when names changed and made cross references.
So names can be looked up even by earlier references.
This is really interesting because you can see how names
have evolved, when a place was noted. There is also a
narrative portion of the Gazetteer which gives background
about the feature itself.
Sue: Its in a working state right how, has been for several
years. We did give a working copy to the Park about 4-5
years ago in printout form. They do use it for various
things and projects.
Pat: In 1993, Mick got to participate in the China Caves
Project. What were your perceptions of the expedition?
Mick: The whole experience was quite overwhelming.
Sue: And you came back very sick
Mick: I was out for a few days. Everyone on the trip came
down with some respiratory ailment at one time or another
during and after the expedition.
Pat: What did you find that was particularly memorable
or significant about the trip?
Sue: I know- it was finding the blind crickets!
Mick: Yes, that was in the southern area around Kai Kou;
one cave in particular had a big population of blind
crickets. This was significant since there are only two
species of blind cricket known. One is in Mexico and the

other in Hawaii.
Also, it was rewarding to interact with a lot of different
CRF people who I did not know initially. The team of
cavers meshed really well on many different levels. And of
course, the caves themselves were impressive. I'd do it
again in spite of expecting to get sick.
Pat: I was overwhelmed that you got him to dance!

I

Sue: Yes, well after traveling around the Chinese
countryside for 5 weeks, living closely with 16 other
people who he barely knew initially, eating food that was
mostly unidentifiable, and hanging out with our hosts who
were really into wild drinking games, disco music - the
dancing was inevitable. What surprised us was how he
managed to transport two 24-inch porcelain vases over
12,000 miles back to Missouri! •
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Paul Steward

Did you ever notice a cave has no exits, only
entrances? There could be five entrances but
nobody calls them exits. Even when we're heading
OUT of the cave we sti II say we're heading
towards the entrance. I've never seen a cave map
that calls out an exit either. It's like going out the
indoor. We have exit doors, exit ramps, fire exits,
and exit gates but no cave exits! In a movie
theater they tell you, "In the event of an
emergency head to the nearest exit." Even my
computer asks me if I want to exit. So why can't a
cave have an exit?
Webster says:
Entrance: the means or place of entry, the act of
entering.
Exit: the act of going out or going away, a way out
of an enclosed place.
Now you see. As soon as you enter a cave the
entrance becomes an exit. Stop calling it an
entrance when you're in the cave. So, the next
time someone asks you in a cave how far to the
entrance, tell them, I don't think you can find the
entrance from here, but the exit is just around
the next bend.

China/USA Caves Project and Exchange
Project director - Ian Haren
This project promotes the joint exploration, mapping and
research of the caves and karst of China and the U.S. Tbe
sponsoring entity from China is Guizhou Normal University.
Project activities have been focusing on the caves lind ,kant 0
Guizbou Province. In return for sponsoring CRFINSS cavers in
China, CRF and the NSS sponsor and host 3 to 5 Chinese
researchers to the NSS convention. Project trips run every other
year with the exchange taking place during lntervenieg years.
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Dr. Rick Toomey
Principal Investigator

Starting in the Fall of 1997, the Illinois State
Museum (ISM) has been involved in two
paleontology
projects at Mammoth Cave
National
Park
(MaCa).
The
principal
investigator on these two projects has been
Rickard Toomey. They are being undertaken
under cooperative agreements between the
ISM and the NPS. In addition to providing
important data to the projects, CRF has been
actively involved in supporting the projects
through
both
mapping
activities
and
contributing personnel to assist in locating
paleontological remains. Although there are
formally two projects, with somewhat different
goals and timelines, the methods, data, and
CRF participation are the same in both
projects.
The first project is a study of the Past Bat
Usage of the Historic Entrance Area of
Mammoth Cave. This project is a portion of
MaCa's iarger Historic Ecotone restoration
project under the direction of Park Ecologist
Rick Olson (NPS, CRF). The Historic
Ecotone Project seeks to reverse much of the
damage that has occurred to the Historic
Entrance Area during the 200 years the cave
has been utilized for saltpeter mining and
tourism. The types of damage that are being
targeted include airflow changes, increased
condensation,
fungus
growth
on
archaeological materials, loss of bat habitat,
lint and dust, and increased celiing spall The
project also seeks to protect the cave from
future damage. Other components of the
Historic Ecotone Restoration Project include
replacing the old entrance gate with a batfriendly gate and construction of a boardwalk
to reduce trail maintenance damage, lint, and
dust.
As noted above, two of the goals of the
Historic Ecotone Restoration Project are to
restore past bat habitat and past airflow
conditions. The Past Bat Usage project
contributes to these two goals. In order to
restore past bat roosts, it is necessary to
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know where those roosts are, what bats used
them, what season they used them in, and
when they used them. The Past Bat Usage
Project is determining
these kinds of
information. These data are also the main
data being used to reconstruct past airflow
patterns. Hibernating bats choose specific
climatic
conditions.
By
locating
past
hibernacula, we are able to help determine
the past temperature and humidity of these
areas.
CRF has been extremely active in supporting
the Past Bat Usage Project over the last year.
The CRF map of the Historic Entrance Area
is vital to the project. Doug Baker, the CRF
cartographer
in charge of the Historic
Entrance sheet, has allowed us to set the
priorities for his drafting on the sheet. He has
also worked with us in completing survey of
areas that we needed sketched.
In addition to the mapping support, CRF has
also contributed to the Past Bat Usage
Project with personnel assisting in locating
paleontological
remains
in the Historic
Entrance Area. In order to locate material that
provides information on past bat usage
(bones, mummified bats, guano, raccoon
scat) we have been performing an intensive
hands-and-knees survey of the area. CRF
personnel have been participating in this
survey/inventory on numerous expeditions.
In addition to the remains in the cave, the
Past Bat Usage project has also focused on
historical accounts of past bat usage in the
area. CRF has contributed significantly to this
aspect of the project, as well. We have been
given free access to the Mammoth Cave
Bibliography and Gazetteer being complied
by Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, and Ray
Mansfield (CRF). Other CRF members, such
as Dr. Stan Sides and Gordon Smith, have
also suggested important historical accounts
of bat use.
The Past Bat Usage project is coming to an
end. We are now assembling the final report
for the park. However, the project has
highlighted various questions, that we will be
continuing to explore with CRF's help .•
Source: Project Report ~ CRF Webpage
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Bob Osburn
Principal Investigator

Mammoth Cave Cartography Program
Cartographic work on the Mammoth Cave
system is a long term effort and in many
respects reports on this effort are repetitive. It
is fair as in previous reports, to say, that the
big cave has kept getting longer although at a
fairly slow rate. A new graphical format index
of this progress is included in this and is
available for future reports. In addition to
incremental progress on the big system,
tremendous progress has been made in the
surveying of smaller caves of Mammoth
Cave National Park, particularly that area
north of the Green River. Work there has
been in conjunction with a parallel Lesser
Caves Inventory project but the survey and
cartography are part of the main cartography
program. This IS a recognition, to the level of
the project design, that there is only one set
of surveyors and cartographers and that
when their time is spent on one project they
do not work as much on the other.

described in previous reports and continues
to be refined today. The grid has been used
to generate an index map that portrays these
map sheets superimposed on the post- card
map portrayal of the passages of Mammoth
Cave. Each sheet is listed in one of six
categories
(planning,
loop
rectification,
manuscript drafting, final lead checking,
survey finished, and map inked) which
portray a combination of the state of both
survey/resurvey and drafting. Hence, this
index iNhich also is cartographic effort serves
as a basis for discussing survey progress.
Implicit in the production of the 1:600 series
of maps is the concept that old surveys not
meeting current standards of either survey
accuracy or cave feature portrayal must be
enhanced or redone. This process at work is
responsible for the large proportion of the
survey effort that goes to resurvey and sketch
enhancement. Since January 1993 only 4.07
miles of new survey have accumulated
whereas during the same time 14.5 miles of
resurvey
was
accomplished.
Resketch
footage is not recorded. Resurvey is not as
exciting as surveying new passages but is
absolutely necessary in producing
high
quality maps.

Length of the System:

The field survey
book database now shows Mammoth Cave to
be 346.01 miles in .length. The methodology
In arriving
at this number consists of
summing the new survey values for all survey
books. Inherent in this method are several
sources of error which may in my estimation
equal one to a few percent. This process
separates out all resurvey as a separate
category whereas
a methodology that
adjusted the cave length to that of the current
survey net would be more accurate and
desirable. Once all Mammoth data are in a
single data reduction system a new figure
based on this survey net should become
available (see the data reduction section
below).
Index of Map Sheets: Mapping in Mammoth
Cave has long followed a systematic and
orderly plan based on a grid of map sheets
covenng sections of the cave 2000 feet wide
and of variable length. This grid was first
envisioned over 10 years ago, has been
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The categories listed index map represent six
increments in the progression of a map sheet
from conception to final inked version. Initially
(planning), map sheet boundaries are fitted to
the cave and to the surrounding sheets to
insure efficiency of effort and continuity of the
grid system; sheets may overlap but no gaps
may be left. Once manpower is available the
quality of survey and closure of main loops
are evaluated, missing sections and those
without vertical control or adequate sketches
or with known defects are redone (loop
rectification).
When confidence
in main
passage loop closure is sufficient and when
cartographer time is available a pencil draft
on 42 inch wide gridded mylar is begun
(manuscript drafting). Survey and concurrent
drafting continue for most of the effort until
essentially all known passage in the area is
surveyed. When most leads are done (final
lead checking) effort is concentrated on the
area to bring the survey effort to a finished
state (survey finished) and the pencil draft is
finalized. When all details are done the map
is utilized as is until a large increment of
cartographer time is available to trace the
map onto a new non-gridded mylar in ink,
letter it properly and bring it to a truly finished
state.

Survey has been concentrated for these
three years in several sections of Mammoth
Cave and on lesser caves north of the Green
River within Mammoth Cave National Park.
Work is summarized by main area below
beginning with the main system working from
south to north.
Morrison and Proctor cave (Hawkins River
area): The most dramatic activity in this
section of the cave was in the Proctor Cave
section. The historic section resurvey was
essentially complete by the end of 1993 That
work has been completed and the resurvey
line pushed through the Proctor Crawl (a
1000 foot fairly tight belly crawl), past Mystic
River Pit and into the upper level proctor
Trunk. Survey/resurvey work concentrated on
the south end of Proctor Trunk and to the
beginning of Frost Avenue to the north. Of
note was a minor extension of the U-Survey
in the south Proctor Trunk area. Over 850
feet of new passage was documented
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beyond a narrow and wet breakdown
constriction and down and around a 3D-foot
pit.
Passages
ended
in
mud-coated
sandstone fill indicating that it had intersected
the edge of the ridge. A total of 948 feet of
new passage was mapped in Proctor Cave
and 7800 feet of resurvey was completed.
Proctor was during this time divided into three
map sheets (Historic Proctor, Frost Avenue,
and Hawes Creek sheets) and manuscript
drafting only awaits final closure of ties
through Hawkins River to the Doyle Valley
Entrance.
Activity in the Hawkins River concentrated on
several areas. On the Doyle Valley sheet, the
passages long known to exist below P
Strange Falls were explored and surveyed to
the present limits of air and most leads were
finished in the nearby Babbling Brook
passage.
Work
farther
upstream
concentrated
on
resurvey and sketch
enhancement of parts of the upstream trunk
stream passage carrying a new survey line
toward existing radio location stations near
the connection with Roppel Cave (Big Rift
and Roppel Connection sheets). South of the
"River" work concentrated on side passages
along Bridge Avenue (formerly referred to as
the "T" survey, Bridge Avenue and Morrison
Cave sheets), and in reworking segments of
Fritch Avenue (Fritch Avenue Sheet) whose
loops fail to close satisfactorily. Climbing
leads were evaluated in several areas but no
major discoveries were made.
Mammoth Cave Ridge: Field work in the
Mammoth Ridge area comprised over 3.5
miles of survey (new and resurvey). More
effort was concentrate on the Historic area
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(Historic, and Echo River sheets) including
Gothic Gallery, River Hall, Dead Sea and
related areas. The drafting of Historic Sheet
was advanced enough to aid with the
planning a new trail for the Rotunda area. In
the middle part of the ridge, essentially all
leads are done in the Blue Springs Branch
and adjoining Marion Avenue sheets. Work
has shifted downward into the underlying
Mystic River level of the cave: the active
stream level here. Finally most leads have
been exhausted in the Bishops Domes sheet
and work has begun in the Cocklebur and
Bransford Avenue sheets.
Flint Ridge: The focus of attention under
Flint Ridge has been in Saits Cave were
intensive resurvey and drafting Is occurring in
conjunction with and as part of an
archaeology project. Teams were fielded to
Salts Trunk, in the lower branch of the Q
survey and in the upper levels and
southwestern sections of Dismal Valley.
Teams also worked Tom Wilson's Accident
and the Incredible Salts dig. Work continued
In Unknown Cave (Pohl Avenue sheet and
the D, G & C surveys were reworked and new
passages mapped in the upper canyons of
the X-survey. New work was also begun in
the complex and difficult Upper Union Shafts
area, in Ralph Stone Hall, off of Huber Trail
and in a series of tubes beneath the
Unknown entrance. Further work is pushing
southward toward and through the Salts Link
into the Lehrberger Avenue sheet.
Roppel Cave: The extremes of Roppel Cave
in the areas of Transgression Trail, New
Hope Creek and the BWOB were intensely
pushed, and mapped. Survey work also
continued in the Lower Elysian Way, Toms
Tubes, Walters Way and in the Nexus
Domes. Concerted efforts were made to
extend the system into Toohey Ridge via the
Rift, with little success.
lesser Caves of Mammoth Cave National
Park: Over the past 3 years, dramatic
progress has been in smaller caves within
Mammoth Cave National Park. During that
time part or all of 47 caves have been
surveyed. Table 2 lists these caves. Most are
north of the green river and were surveyed in
conjunction with the Lesser Caves Inventory
Project. At this point in time, the great
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majority of known caves north of the Green
River have modern surveys. Many of these
caves are small but others
would be
substantial caves in a different environment.
Survey of these has taken some time and the
surveys of several of the larger were begun
before this report period and some continue.
Wilson Cave has become the longest cave
north of the Green River at about 13,500 ft
followed by Ganter, Buffalo Creek (not listed),
Running Branch and others. Survey of lesser
caves will continue into the future but at a
lower rate as the intensive part of the
inventory project ends.

To date the survey data collected for
Mammoth Cave does not yet exist as a single
data set. For the past several years the
dominant method for input, reduction and
plotting has been via the commercial
programs SMAPS program (versions 4.3,
and more recently 4.4 and 5., 5.2). This
program is no longer being supported by the
developer, and while it is still used, other
programs are being evaluated for future use.
CRF's Cave Map Language (CML) continues
to be used for archiving and error tracking
purposes and a new more user friendly
interface is being tested. One of the project's
important goals continues to be working
toward
achieving
a seamless
transfer
between CML and other programs that suit
our data entry, reduction and plotting needs.
The Field Survey Book database
now
contains 3338 entries and has proven to be
an invaluable
resource
not
only
for
determining the length of the Mammoth Cave
System but also in terms of archiving,
information
tracking
and
statistical
applications. CRF continues to work with the
National Park Service and other data
collecting groups towards integrating
all
available survey information into a single
network.

The 1:600 base maps continue to be the
major
focus
in CRF's
main
system
cartographic objectives. Lesser caves are
surveyed to the same standards and maps of
these produced at 1:600 or greater scale;
very small caves are often drawn larger to
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keep the map from being too small. Progress
is ideally marked by the number of finished
maps and this is certainly true for the iesser
caves. This test is a less accurate indication
of progress for sheets of the big cave. Map
sheet here take a lot of effort and may remain
in the same status level for several years. For
example, the finished Kentucky Avenue sheet
was about ten years in progress.

Lesser Caves: Of the 47 lesser caves
surveyed, 22 have finished maps. Maps of
several others are in progress as pencil drafts
and will receive cartographer attention over
the next year or more. For example, the
maps of Running Branch and Buffalo Creek
are finished as pencil drafts and of others
such are Bat, Ganter, and Wilson are caught
up with survey. Since these are the larger of
the caves and they contain a bulk of the
necessary cartographic effort the drafting is
further advanced than the proportion of
finished maps suggests.
Mammoth Cave: A map of a graphical

l

representation of Mammoth Cave and an
accompanying list of cartographers is utilized.
This map is best viewed color coded by
attribute but this was beyond our printing
capability at this time. The interested reader
should color code the map by status to fully
appreciate the present state of Mammoth
Cartography.
Only one sheet (Kentucky
Avenue) is truly finished as an inked final
map. Close behind this in progress is the
Cathedral Domes sheet which is finished but
not inked. (The cartographer for this sheet
has been responsible for most of the drafting
on lesser caves.) Several sheets are at or
near the final lead checking state (Marion
Avenue, Blue Springs Branch, Doyle Valley,
Main Cave, Bishops Domes). Many areas
have shown significant progress during the
past three years; a few have changed
sufficiently
so that they make dramatic
improvements in our view of the cave. The
two of the most dramatic for this period have
been the Historic sheet which now includes
Audubon Avenue and the Rotunda shown for
the first time as it should be drawn .•
Source: Project Report - CRF Webpage

ESRI Grant Awarded to CRF
Mike Yocum

CRF's GIS Resource Development Program
(GIS RDP) has been awarded a grant of
software valued at approximately $16,500
from the Environmental Systems Research
Institute (ESRI). The software includes:
ArcYiew 3.1, Spatial Analyst, 3D Analyst,
Data Automation
Kit, Atlas GIS, and
ArcPress. The software will allow our GIS
RDP to demonstrate and share with other
agencies, organizations and individuals the
value of GIS technology for the purpose of
cave and karst resource management.
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visited and found to be in error; there were

no caves at these locations.

R. Scott House, Principal Investigator

As we all know, the world's longest cave is
located in and around Mammoth Cave
National Park. However, within the park
itself are entrances to over three hundred
other, less extensive, caves, most of which
lie south of the Green River, although a large
(and largely undetermined) number are on
the north side of the river. Despite, or
because of, the fact that Mammoth Cave has
been extensively studied, mapped, and
written about, relatively little is known about
the vast majority of these less extensive
caves. A cooperative project between CRF
and Mammoth Cave National Park is
establishing an inventory system that will
produce usable data on these caves on an
ongoing basis. The project has two
objectives:
•

•

To develop the
methodology, and

materials

The process for a single cave usually
involves two visits. An inventory
and
mapping crew visits the location first. This is
a priority since so many of the locations are
in error. The entrance is photographed,
described, and located on a topographic
map. The cave is then surveyed using
standard CRF techniques.
As the cave is surveyed it is also inventoried
by several of the team members. The
inventory process is somewhat free-form,
wbich is a different approach from most
earlier inventory processes. In these earlier
approaches a cave is typically inventoried
using checklists which are done either for

the entire cave as a single entity, or are done
at each survey station. These approaches
were rejected for a variety of reasons:
•

Quality control is very difficult with
the checklist format since anyone
can make a check mark whether it
is appropriate or not,

•

The whole-cave approach is not
appropriate because the data is to
be incorporated in the park's
Geographic
Information
System
using the cartographic data as the
link, and

and

To test the system by inventorying
the caves within a study area.

The study area consists of several drainage
basins on the north side of the Green River.
It includes at least five caves longer than
1000 feet and approximately 35 locations of
smaller caves. Previous work in the area
includes surveys and reports done by the
North Shore Task Force of Louisville
Grotto, CRF, and NPS personnel.
Field work over the first year has been
extremely
successful
and
above
expectations. One large cave (Running
Banch Cave) and 19 smaller caves have
been inventoried. Nineteen GPS locations
have been obtained and brass caps, with
identification numbers, have been placed at
the entrances of 21 caves. In cooperation
with the CRF cartography program, 13 caves

were mapped; in addition, survey data from
14 previously mapped caves were used.
There was also survey and inventory in four
larger caves which are still in progress.
Additionally, another 25 cave locations were
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We want the inventory crews to
concentrate on the features of the
cave, relating those features to a
survey station rather than focusing
on the survey station and then
looking for a feature to be checked
off; we want for people to go into
the cave with their eyes wide open

for features, not survey stations.
As the cave is inventoried a note taker
records the information and notes what
station the features are found near. The goal
is to obtain as much information as possible
within the restrictions of time and money.
Biological inventory is restricted to field
identification; no specimens are collected.
After the inventory, another crew visits the
locale to obtain a GPS location and to place
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a brass-cap at the entrance. The GPS
equipment,
a
Trimble
Pathfinder
Professional Plus with an MC- V datalogger,

can, under ideal conditions, give locations to
within five meters for the horizontal
elements. The vertical (elevation) element is
not very accurate, however,

giving up to 40

foot errors at control points. At present the
elevation data is extrapolated from field
observations

and

comparisons

of

the

different topographical maps available of the
park.
The inventory data are entered into two
separate databases which will be relationally
linked. The first consists of one record per
cave, with 42 fields describing the entrance
and its location but also including a very
brief narrative description of the cave. The
second database consists of one record per
inventoried station (not all survey stations
have noteworthy features) and has II fields
with inventoried contents grouped by
category. This database can be linked to the
cartographic survey output (they share the
survey station numbers) for use in the park's
GIS. These databases are in the crossplatform program FileMaker Pro, which is
also used by CRF for log sheets and trip
reports. Entering the inventory data into the
database requires familiarity with the
process and the subject matter because the
data must be put into the correct fields in the

correct format. This process serves as a final
filter for data integrity and hopefully insures
a higher degree of accuracy.
The caves are mostly formed in two geologic
units: the Girkin and the Haney limestones.
Haney caves tend to be low and wet while
Girkin caves follow the pattern of caves
south of the Green River with dry upper
levels and wet lower levels. Some caves are
also formed in primarily sandstone rock
units. Most of these are collapse or features
rather than solutional.

communities are fueled by leaf litter, bat
droppings, and wood rat materials and
latrines. The Haney caves are the most
active, with streams rich in organic
materials.
Survey and inventory work are scheduled to
continue in three large caves: Ganter, Lulu
Mart, and Buffalo Creek. A new survey (and
inventory) of Forts Funnel was initiated.
Survey and inventory of most of the
remaining known small caves within the
study area will be completed. In the past
year we expanded the project area to include
one additional basin (Sal Hollow) and the

caves in it have already been inventoried and
mapped. The project area may be expanded
further to officially include the Bat Cave
area. However, access

to Bat Cave is very

restricted and it is problematical whether or
not sufficient field trips can be taken there.
Other areas that will be included in project
expansion include Cow Ford Hollow,
Wilson Cave, Saunders Cave and Dossey
Domes Cave.
The
databases
have
already
shown
themselves to be useful tools even without
full GIS integration. NPS personnel have
taken part in the field work (all GPS
locations have been obtained by John Fry of
the NPS), and training of inventory

personnel is continuing at a rapid rate. The
great objective of this project is to spread the
inventory to all the caves of the park and
based on our experiences thus far, there
seems to be no reason

that this cannot be

done.
Mick Sutton and Richard Zopf of CRF have
been prime components of the project.
Numerous other CRF members have taken
part .•
Source: CRF Webpage Project Report

Biologically, the caves are diverse. The
large Girkin cave inventoried, Running
Branch, is very similar biologically to
Mammoth Cave with beetle & cricket
communities in the upper levels and typical
aquatic life (cavefish, crayfish, and shrimp)
in the lower levels. The sandstone collapse
caves tend to be dry and their biological
Cave Research Foundation
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researchers to the NSS Convention
Idaho.
For ten years, the China/USA Caves
Project, supported by the Cave Research
Foundation, has explored the caves and karst
regions of China in cooperation with several
Chinese institutions. Since 1990 the Cave
Research Foundation has been working with
scientists
from the Guizhou Normal
University to explore, survey and photodocument some of China's largest cave
systems. Each expedition to China is
followed by a return visit to the US by

in Filer,

Project Director: Ian Baren

Source: Project Report ~eRF Webpage

Chinese cavers and scientists, to continue the
work of a true exchange of research,

exploration and experience.
Since 1991, expeditions have been fielded to
Guizhou Province, an area in south-central
China consisting of over 170,000 square
kilometers
of
limestone
and karst
formations. In March of 1998, a joint
Chinese-American expedition led by CRF
members Xiong Kanging and Ian Baren led
a team of cavers to Guizhou Province to
continue exploration and survey in the
Chuifeng Dong-Doubin Dong system in
Guadou,
Pingba
County.
(CRF
American/Chinese teams had worked the
area in 1991, 1993 and 1996.) In addition,
the expedition also began working in a new
area, starting with the exploration and survey
of the Wansai Tong System in Kaikou,
Duyun County., Guizhou.
During four weeks in the field, expedition
members mapped more than nine kilometers
of cave passage. In the two areas visited
during the 1998 expedition, the joint team
explored and mapped 15 caves. The jointteam also assessed several of the caves for

Photo supplied by Chris Groves

Rick Toomey enjoys the excitement after the premier of
THE FLOYD FOWNS

STORY

water resource potential, to aid local fanners
with agriculture issues, as well as for
possible tourism development. The most
notable feature common to nearly all of the
caves was evidence of mining for nitrate,
one of the ingredients of gunpowder, as well
as fortification walls at each entrance,
evidence of the local populations taking
refuge from threats over the past several
hundred, or more, years.
In July of 1999, CRF and the NSS hosted
and sponsored several visiting Chinese
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The Cave Research Foundation conducts regular
expeditions to Lava Beds National Monument.
Scheduled dates occur typically on Presidents'
Day Weekend in February, Memorial Day
weekend
in May, Labor Day weekend in
September,
and Thanksgiving in November.
Additional expeditions are scheduled as time and
interest permit.
There are currently over 400 known lava tubes at
Lava Beds National Monument and CRF's work
involves inventory/survey work to determine their

sensitivity to various impacts. Data collection,
monitoring and research projects focus on
obtaining the information needed to mange the
cave resource intelligently and to advise the Park
Service staff about cave management issues.
Lava Beds projects are coordinated by Janet
Sowers and Bill Devereaux and projects are
aimed at developing a cave management database
for the Monument. Activities can include:
•

Preliminary reconnaissance
newly discovered tubes

and survey of

•

Resource inventory and detailed survey of
known tubes

•

Obtaining high-precision GPS location of
entrances

•

Cleanup and restoration ofl'comrnercial"
tubes

•

Educational Resource [)cvelopmcnt Program
Project director

>

Mike Yocum

Measurement of ice levels inside tubes

•

Bat counts

A quantitative cave resource evaluation process
has been developed by Janet Sowers. The
evaluation can be conducted by interested cavers
(assisted by one day of training); this approach is
spreading rapidly throughout the US among cave
managers and its methodology represents the
prevailing standard for volunteer-based cave
inventory projects today .•
Operations
Source:

This is II newly established program whose aim it is to make
information about cave and karst resources more widely available
through the development
of audiovisual
and multimedia
educational materials. Hardware and software, utilizing digital
video, digital still and computer graphics and animation packages
are available to create presentations that can be rendered in
standard VHS, CD~ROM, and World Wide Web formats. The
program has two primary goals: 1) The development
and
dissemination of educational resources (primarily multimedia and
audiovisual) and, 2) the provision of assistance to federal agencies
who want to create interpretive exhibits and displays for the
general public. Projects are currently being developed.
Source: CRF Webpage Project Report

Manager: Janet Sowers

CRF Webpage Project Report
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g,,..!
lit
650-234-9966
,,,," "
:,important ,to: n~ti1Y Pete Lindsley
Danny , Vann, the
bosled@siac,slanlord,edu
,
Arklinsas
CRF deea Manager, atleast 'one week (or,1Il0re)
Jack Hess, '
,
: prior to ~ttending an expedition, This will also" ailow 'us,tQ
702-695-0541
"notify participants any last minute road access problems or
jack@drLeau
1;
, cpmbin~lion lock chilJiges,if you are new to the Fitton 'flroject
November11"14, 19$9
" yopshoJld contact us for 'specialdireclions (and cO'11binatioii
lilbum
,P..
...• '[);
lock instructions . to.the
trip"
y
".
"!

1M,

j

"

"

,

or

of

I.

HydrdlogY/Surv~y/auad

,

'

.•..

ChecklRestorationJsedimeotolagy

JohnTinSley','
65Q-327-2368
jllnsley@nps.gov
RogerMortimer
559459'5705
'
mqrtimer@ucsfresno,edu

,

-

'

ci:i

:'.r'

. }:<j, ': '!",>::in;"

~_;;,.::-

"

CJllt,:,but~l'.totbi.' ~ ..... :~dd, :

JanualY8, 2000
Fresno, California ~Center for Irrigation
ANNUAL PLANNING MEETING '
Michael Spiess
539434-3321
mikes@caver.com

ARKANSAS
i

For more Jnformation on Fitton Cave Project e~peditons:
, Contact:
:'r,19phone:
'EiMall:
'Contact:
'Telephone:
,E:"'all: '

'

'

Fitton C(1V~ProjeCt

!Expedillon:

..

Oelober11-1~,'1999
. Pel~ Lindsley:Fitton Cave ProjectManager
,972~727_2497
.
ilndsley@li.com
Dan'ny Vann, Arkansas Ar~;a Ml:!nag~r
'501·848'3308
Danny_Vann@kawneer.com

"

':',"i,.,

",':"

':~,".

'

,

~i:

t; ~;",:<ll"

Chris Graves, Paul Cannqley/ Kevin Downs,
PatKambesis,Lynn If. Brucker, Paul
St~ward, Don Bittle,'Joyce Hofftnaster, D,dve .
,Wesr,Peter Basted, MilteYoeum, James Wells,
';,BillFan:, James Brown, Rick Too';:;,ey,Joh~
:T:i~sley,"SdottHous~; Janet Sowers, Pete
Li~d~ley,Dan:h.y Vanrt,Barabe jJqrker,Bob.,
Osburn; Maii'llilOt"Cave NP Flashlight,
•,ii Ropp~l Cave WebRag~,'CRF. rVebIJfge,z','i'
'"

','j!"

edition Calendar
All CRF Members are welcome to participate in any CRF Operation Area or Project For the Operations Areas, the only requirement is that the CRF
Member contact the Operations Manager or Expedition Leader at least two weeks in advance. Those interested in participating in CRF Project areas
should contact the Project Coordinators (0 find out participation deadlines and specifics.

CHINA GA VES PROJECT

MISSOURI"

Itlons

~,

7fl~,.:n;}\~;r;;:,;,:U/?::ttfntl:,:r1t+4(~S"''';

,?n

',elL;;,

'it,

CKKC/CRF ROPPEL

All"
e now"more ,than 6000 feet.!,om the entrance and along
the ma n stream passage" Becauseof the safety issues invol~d, no
trips have been scheduled for May" All of the trips to PMCC will
requI~"a full wetSui!'
'
, .,
;;~i;
Doug Saker
314-878-88.31
dsb4now@ninene:t,Com
"

T,his project is a partnership belviS<'n the Central Kentucky Karst,
Coalition (CKKC) and CRF. For more information on ROPPelCave
expedltons:
'
,
'
Jim Borden
914-255-4663
jborden@us.ibm.com

'liF~

:ii'

Loweti:l~i~
pio)""t E,(pedlilons
>'~i~(:'
' '. >,,;,[",,'.1;<,':
. ":;;1'
'0
. '
),
Thes~ \Viii, probably qriginate at the ,Pq",der Mitt Ranger,stanon, 12
miliJse:asfof Eminence, tAo. These involve survey and inventory in
,Ozark," National Scenjc,RlverWa~s" Missouri Dep:artmen,t of
Conservation :areas. and F,orestService lan~s.'Some trips require wet
suitsandl()r other special!:zedgear.

1;:<>

:

""".

'.

HSS/CRF HAWAII €A VE PROJECT
This project is a partnership between the .Hawaii Spele'otogic 'Survey
(HS$) and CRF. For more information on Big Island Hawef Prpjeqt
expeditions:

"

,
I,

Contact:

"'''';
,. .

.< or'

Telephone:
i:-Mail;

Expedition Contacts:
';;UY"
"'''i
Doug,Saker .,
Telephone: " 31i878-8831
dsb4noW@ninenet.com
.. i:-Mail:
Bob Osburn "'lI
•.
. •
Telephone: ,31'4'9~53
E-Mail:
,0sbUrn@levee.wusti.edu
MickSutton
I iii>
<y,;;,,!,
'. Telephone:' 573-546-2884
.'
E-Mail:'
sue&mlck@!T'ait'.tlgemet.gen.mo.us

'

PEAK

,ThiS proj~ct is a partnership between the Lincoln National
Forest/Capital.Peak Study Area and CRF. For more information on
these expeditions:
Contact:

Contact:
Telephone:

Pat Kambesis
815-863-5184'
kambesis@blgfoot.com

LINCOLN NATIONAL FOREST/CAPITAL
STUDY AREA - NEW MEXICO

Tpree C",eks State Forest &,Truman lakes
..
,;'
(.
FO(inf~rmati()n on lnps,;n the Th~eeCreeks State Fd;~st or Truman'
Lakes areas of Central Missouri:
.

CAVE PROJECT'

Telephone:
, E~Mail:

DickVenters
505-892-6121
rventers@aol.com

p.....:..----------------------I

Matt Beeson
816-668-4541

Other Missouri Expeditions
Other trips in Missouri involve mapping, biologic inventory, and
geologic reconnaissance. These projects are being done In
cooperation with the National Pari< Service, U.S. Forest Service,
Missouri Department of Conservation, U.S. Geologic Survey, and
Pioneer Forest. For more Information contact Mick Sutton or Bob
Osburn through the numbers provided above.

GUADALUPE ESCARPMENT

AREA" NEW MEXICO

Carlsbad

Caverns National. Park cartography and restoration.
For more information on these
expeditions:

Aquasox required for all trips.
Date:
Contact:
Telephone:
E-Mail:

Thanksgiving, sUNey/Restoration
November24-28,1999
BarbeBarker
972-594-1183
cavers@gte.net

KENTUCKY
Central Kentucky Karst, Mammoth Cove National Park

,-

.Col~mbus Day Expedition, Oetober 8 - 11, 1999
'Call-In By; (S~ptember24)
TWO cavingdays
Location: . Hamilton Valley
.Leader:
Chris Groves
. Telephoner! 502-745-5974.
E- Mi\il:
chris.groves@wku.edu
,

~>.

1;

'

Tb~nksgiving Exp~dition, November 24 c 28. 1999
..
Call-In By: (November 10)
THREE caving days
,Location:'"
Maple Springs'
. .
Leader:
Kevin Dowos
Tele~hone:'~
." ,J, r.'."
E-Mail:
dowossabie@miJ:ldspring>com
'<0"

,

New YearisEx~edition.
Qee~~.19~~"J~~
2, 2~OWil
Call-In By: (~~erri~r
16) .
''FWOcaving dax~
Location:
Maple Springs
' .i'I, .
Leader:
Jim Greer
,I
•
Telephone: 02-538-8130 or 502-315-27'30
E-Mail
jgreer@npc.net

/:

"

, ,;':,:;;;

0f

':,,,1

"""

.

,

i,i!!F>iWi,I1.

),
f" ."
.'
.,'1[1:::,."
,g~F membe1'8' p8rt1cl~atlnl;lln eastern QpeJ;ltlO" •• xpedltlons anr~lIlr&d
to ,attend one:sa,fety'OHentatlon- before partJcl~ng)n
expedition actlvltle8.
,,~fety orienta~~ns)YIn~.con~uct,dat thebeglnn'f:lg~ Et!lch'~f?8dItIOh.
~ewCRF_members, p,ase ani" •. I:t the .x~lttoni",. tl~.;toitte:nd;t~e
o,ritntatiol'!.,ThOSeWbl;) have attendectone ~a,,_,
'rlentatlon are not
,required topartlc,jpateln,anotl:ier.tri1~'-;o'
J:1~~V
'''j!<~;
"if,:;'"
.'"

:t

.

:1,'

':;'L:"

:Y~'1f

Pleas. notify thlrExpfdltlon Lei!'der"o,r:1:he'Ope~ol)$ M~n-a ~Y'e.(We.t' Onl,.~~;Ot"erw:I":BP&cified,all,Ea.tel1{O~rationtf'e~~ition.",iIJoPerate
(301-460-4299,Oavld_West@~.am~d.al'f"f~mIO~no JlIterthf'n
,.~:In
~"of tfi"C:R~ :facllitles at M"ple Sp'rlng6.~,. ,th
pave NatJonal~,
advance of the first day of the expedJtlon.;~lrst and (a,stdates)lre,ah1¥~I,~~nd ".<:HECK:yil'rttrH~FXPedftlon,teadet or the:!.
..,Operations Manager

"deF~~redate•• o~

In ( ) Is last di\t. for

~:p9~~n'Slgj;H~i'k
:;\"'" ,i:'[';fr

; j~~'~~~:~~~~rOI~~~toc:t~~~·
:"~:Jf;i

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Post Office Box 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387
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Ralph Earlandson
802 S HIGHLAND
OAK PARK lL 60304-1529

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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